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1 Abstract 

 

This work applies statistical analysis and uncertainty quantification tools developed for 

characterizing virtual microstructures in three dimensions to a two-dimensional experimental 

investigation of Ti-6Al-4V Widmanstätten ⍺-lath thicknesses obtained from back-scattered 

electron (BSE) or electron back-scatter diffraction (EBSD) images on two thin-walled samples 

manufactured via the LENS® process.  The Materials Image Processing and Automated 

Reconstruction (MIPAR™) software optimizes unique recipes for conversion of the BSE or 

EBSD images to binary data, and subsequently computes the inverse of the linear intercept for 

each ⍺-lath.  Mean ⍺-lath thicknesses and discrete probability density functions (PDFs) of 

inverse intercepts are used to make quantitative comparisons of ⍺-lath structures at different 

heights throughout the thin walls.  Real-time thermal data collected during the LENS® 

experiment is then compared to quantitative microstructural results in order to determine trends 

between ⍺-lath structures, thermal gradients, and melt pool areas across experimental process 

parameters. 

 

2 Introduction 

 

Direct metal additive manufacturing (AM) refers to any process that manufactures near-net 

shape components via direct deposition of metallic material into a pool of molten metal.  These 

processes differ primarily in the power source (laser- or electron-beam) and feedstock delivery 

system (powder stream, wire feed, powder bed).  For each type of process, microstructural 

characterization techniques are used to assess and qualify the strength, reliability, and overall 

quality of metallic components.  Further, while AM has advantages over traditional machining 

processes, such as lead time improvements and lower per-unit costs for relatively small batches, 

the inherent temperature variability in all cyclic direct metal AM processes often results in 

inconsistent and undesirable solidification microstructures. 

One approach for understanding temperature- and solidification microstructure-variability in 

direct metal AM is a method termed “process mapping” developed by Beuth et al. [1].  This 
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methodology maps process outcomes in terms of process variables, where variables represent 

experimentally-controlled factors such as beam power and velocity and outcomes refer to 

experimental results such as stress or microstructural characteristics.  The idea behind the 

process mapping approach is to allow all direct metal AM processes, which act in different 

regions of processing space, to be characterized and analyzed in a cohesive way.  Early work 

focused on residual stress in metal and polymer AM processes [2-6].  Subsequent work 

investigated control of melt pool dimensions under steady state conditions for the full range of 

the Laser Engineering Net Shaping (LENS®) process through investigation of nondimensional 

thermal metrics [7-9].  This work was extended to provide direct predictions of solidification 

microstructure [10,11].  Additionally, many process mapping approaches have leveraged 

analytical and thermal finite element models to predict cooling rates and thermal gradients, 

parameters that are used to predict trends in solidification microstructures [12-16].  Further, 

within recent years, detailed microstructural observations have shown correspondence to 

theoretically calculated melt pool geometries for given sets of process variables [17-18]. 

Real-time sensing and adaptive control utilizes process mapping techniques by monitoring 

deposition and altering process variables in order to maintain constant melt-pool geometry or 

alternatively to control component build parameters.  Over the years, significant research 

regarding adaptive control of laser processes has been conducted in which monitoring methods 

are based on the physical phenomena that occur due to laser-materials interaction (see Ref. [19] 

for a recent thorough review).  Many of the techniques and sensors used for investigation of AM 

processes have historically been used for laser cladding and welding processes (i.e. optical and 

acoustic techniques).  For laser AM processes, researchers have leveraged optical imaging 

techniques to monitor temperature during laser-based manufacturing of various materials [20].  

Griffith et al. studied melt-pool temperatures and gradients collected during deposition of H13 

tool steel [21], and Hofmeister et al. achieved significant stabilization of melt-pool size via 

control of laser power in 316 stainless steel through use of an optical thermal imaging system 

[22].  Correlation of thermal data to solidification microstructure has also been a topic of interest 

for various materials, including 316 stainless steel [23] and Ti-6Al-4V [24-26, 27-28].  However, 

most microscale observation of AM components is qualitative in nature and does not lend itself 

to the process mapping approach. 

In contrast, this work seeks to provide a methodology for the quantitative analysis of AM Ti-

6Al-4V sub-grain level microstructures, using two thin-walled L-shaped components built via 

the LENS® process, and leveraging techniques similar to those utilized for quantifying the 

average size of Widmanstätten ⍺-laths in forged billets of Ti-6Al-4V [29].  The Materials Image 

Processing and Automated Reconstruction (MIPAR™) [30] software was used to optimize 

recipes for conversion of back-scattered electron (BSE) and electron back-scatter diffraction 

(EBSD) images into binary data suitable for mean linear intercept (MLI) [31] analysis and thus 

⍺-lath thickness calculations.  In addition, a quantitative comparison technique for ⍺-laths 

observed in different regions of the two components is presented, where discrete PDFs of MLIs 

are compared for geometric similarity via a Modified version of the Bhattacharyya Coefficient 
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(MBC) [32].  Lastly, quantitative ⍺-lath data is analyzed for trends relative to the real-time 

thermal data collected during the 3D directed energy deposition experiment used to create the 

two thin walls.  Kriczky et al. published an overview of the experiment [33] and this work 

compares thermal gradients and melt-pool areas to ⍺-lath thicknesses in the resulting 

solidification microstructure for both thin-walled L-shaped components. 

 

3 Additive Manufacturing and Thermal Imaging of Ti-6Al-4V Components 

 

The LENS™ system used to build components investigated in this work represents a 

collaborative effort between Penn State University’s Center for Innovative Metal Processing 

through Direct Digital Deposition (CIMP-3D), Stratonics, and Optomec.  The integrated multi-

sensor/process model-based control system leverages an Optomec MR-7 LENS™ system, 

outfitted with a Stratonics ThermaViz® thermal imaging camera.  Using the integrated system, 

CIMP-3D manufactured the two relatively-large (~50 mm tall), L-shaped, thin-wall samples of 

AM Ti-6Al-4V, shown in Figure 1.  Each sample is composed of two legs; the first leg is 

constructed from a single bead, while the second has three beads per layer.  The key difference 

between these samples is the dwell time used between added material layers.  One sample was 

built with zero dwell time between layers, while the other sample had a dwell time of four 

seconds.  These two samples are shown in Figure 1A and Figure 1B, respectively.   

 

Figure 1: AM Ti6Al-4V components constructed using the LENS™ process: L-shaped thin-

walled samples under investigation; 0 s dwell (A), and 4 s dwell (B) [33]. 

The complete thermal history of each component was captured in real time during the 

experiment.  Detailed information regarding the step-by-step procedures to transform point-by-

point thermal data into thermal gradients, melt pool areas and the like is available in [33] for the 

interested reader.  Here, only the authors’ designations for the lower 10%, upper 90%, and center 

33% are of interest for both the 1- and 3-bead legs of each sample; these designations are 

illustrated using the zero second dwell specimen shown in Figure 2.  For this work, ⍺-lath data 
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was collected for both legs of each sample (0s dwell, 4s dwell) within the center 33% region and 

along the entire height of the thin walls (z-direction as pictured below). 

 

Figure 2: Thermal gradient reconstruction showing spatial designations for AM Ti-6Al-4V 

components: Isometric 3D reconstruction of calculated thermal gradients for the zero second 

dwell sample [33]. 

4 Microstructural Characterization of Ti-6Al-4V ⍺-laths 

 

In alpha-beta titanium alloys such as Ti-6Al-4V, the body-centered cubic (BCC) β (beta) 

phase transforms to a hexagonally close packed (HCP) ⍺ (alpha) phase upon cooling through the 

β transus, which occurs at approximately 1270° K [35].  The smaller ⍺ features of Ti-6Al-4V 

begin growing within the metastable β phase from grain boundaries to produce ⍺ lamellae/laths 

within a β matrix.  The overall ⍺+β morphology that results is called the Widmanstätten 

morphology, which can take two forms: colony or basketweave ⍺.  In AM processes, depending 

on part geometry and AM process parameters, cooling rates can vary significantly across a single 

part, especially in between added layers and on the edges of parts.  As a result, multiple ⍺ 

structures are often observed in single β grains, as exemplified in Figure 3 which shows two BSE 

images depicting colony- and basketweave-⍺ in the same field of view.  While microstructural 

variation is characteristic of the LENS™ samples under investigation, such inconsistent 

microstructure does not lend itself to rapid qualification methods for AM nor does it make 

quantifying microstructural features using existing toolsets a straightforward task. 
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Figure 3: Colony and basketweave ⍺ microstructures observed in LENS™ Ti-6Al-4V: BSE 

image showing colony ⍺ microstructures present amidst a majority of basketweave ⍺; observed 

in the 1-bead leg of the sample with zero dwell time between layers. 

Inspection of both samples and their solidification microstructures resulted in a designation 

of five zones along the height of each sample, as pictured in Figure 4 below. Additionally, this 

inspection yielded the best way to image ⍺-laths of various sizes.  For all sizes, very fine 

polishing and thorough cleaning was required, however the mode of data collection changed for 

different lath sizes.  For thicker laths like those pictured in Figure 3, back-scattered electron 

(BSE) imaging at a magnification of 2000x (working distance 5 mm, accelerating voltage 20 kV) 

proved to be a repeatable methodology.  However, smaller laths required crystallographic 

analysis via electron back-scatter diffraction (EBSD) (step size 0.1 μm) to be distinguishable. 

 

 

Figure 4: Zones 1-5 used for ⍺-lath width analysis:  Spatial locations along the sample height 

for zone designations used in ⍺-lath width analysis. 

Zones 2, 3, and 4, those not located at the extreme ends of the sample (top, bottom), 

appeared to have steady state microstructures.  More specifically, the central zones along the 
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height of the thin walls appeared to have qualitatively similar lath sizes, which can be seen in 

Figure 5.  However, zones 1 and 5 were very difficult to image using BSE techniques, and 

produced BSE images unsuitable for image processing.  As a result EBSD data was required, as 

shown in Figure 6.  The laths requiring EBSD appear smaller based on the more acicular nature 

of the observed ⍺-microstructure.   

 

Figure 5: Steady state zones of AM Ti-6Al-4V components: BSE images of zones 2, 3, and 4 

showing easily quantifiable basketweave ⍺ structures; taken from the 1-bead leg of the sample 

with zero dwell time between layers. 

 

Figure 6: Top and Bottom Zones of AM Ti-6Al-4V components, EBSD Imaging: EBSD 

images of zones 1 and 5 showing more acicular microstructures than those in other zones; taken 

from the 1-bead leg of the sample with zero dwell time between layers. 

5 Image Processing via MIPAR™  

 

Lath thicknesses and distributions are determined using the image analysis software 

MIPAR™ (Materials Image Processing and Automated Reconstruction) [30], developed by 

Sosa, et al. at The Ohio State University.  For each imaging technique, a series of image 
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processing steps was completed within MIPAR™ to convert the data into binary images for 

quantification.   

For BSE imaging in steady state zones, a 6-step series of image filtering techniques was 

implemented to convert grayscale images to binary, as shown in Figure 7.  In particular the 

following series of filters was used to segment features: Wiener filter, Fast Fourier Transform 

filter, adaptive threshold, dilation, erosion, and feature rejection.  Although filter choices were 

based on experience and trial-and-error, the optimum parameters for each filter were objectively 

determined based on segmentation-to-image mutual information for each image-processing 

algorithm used in the sequence (see Ref [30] for details). 

 

Figure 7: BSE image filtering for steady state zones: Example of a BSE image converted to 

binary for ⍺-lath width analysis using MIPAR™. 

Colored EBSD images were converted to grayscale from their default RGB format by adding 

(R+G+B) content for each pixel.  Similarly to the images in the steady state zones, a unique 

multi-step image-processing sequence was developed.  Specifically, a median filter and edge find 

sequence was applied for three rounds, followed by a final erosion and feature rejection, 

producing binary data as shown in Figure 8.  Optimum filter parameters were again determined 

based on segmentation-to-image mutual information. 
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Figure 8: EBSD image filtering for top and bottom zones: Example of an EBSD image 

converted to binary for ⍺-lath width analysis using MIPAR™. 

6 Determining ⍺-lath Thicknesses and Quantifying Uncertainty in Microstructure 

 

Having obtained binary images from the microstructural data, Widmanstätten ⍺-lath 

thicknesses were calculated via the mean inverse of the linear intercept [31], a procedure also 

performed within MIPAR™.  This method superimposes a grid of parallel lines on the image, 

subsequently rotates the grid by 10° increments to collect measurements in multiple directions, 

and records linear intercepts (λ) and inverse intercepts (1/λ) computed for each lath (see [29,31]) 

so that the true 3D thickness of ⍺-laths can be estimated via Eq. (1).  

 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =
1

1.5(1/𝜆)𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
 (1) 

The application of this method approximates laths as layered structures and estimates the true 

thickness of a series of “infinite” plates of finite thicknesses (i.e. finite only in 1 dimension).  

Further, it works best for more randomly oriented (i.e. 100% basketweave) structures; thus the ⍺ 

colonies visible in Figure 3 provide an additional source of uncertainty in these measurements. 

Average lath thicknesses, computed for each image and averaged based on the number of 

images taken for each section are shown in Table 1 below.  The confidence intervals were 

computed using Student’s t-distribution on (n-1) degrees of freedom as a benchmark with a 

significance level of 0.05 to produce two-sided 95% confidence bounds.  In all cases, the 

calculated ⍺-lath thicknesses are larger in the steady state region than in the top and bottom 

regions; further, the bottom regions produce a smaller average thickness than the top regions. 
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Table 1: Average ⍺-lath thickness comparison: Comparison of average ⍺-lath thicknesses for 

all zones across each leg of both samples, along with 95% confidence intervals based on the 

number of images collected. 

 
Zone ⍺-Lath Width (microns) 95% Confidence Interval # Images 

0s Dwell 

1-Bead Leg 

1 0.55 n/a 1 

2 0.58 0.14 5 

3 0.69 0.03 5 

4 0.67 0.26 2 

5 0.59 n/a 1 

0s Dwell 

3-Bead Leg 

1 0.54 n/a 1 

2 0.94 0.10 5 

3 0.92 0.06 5 

4 1.00 0.14 5 

5 0.58 n/a 1 

4s Dwell 

1-Bead Leg 

1 0.32 n/a 1 

2 0.35 0.07 4 

3 0.41 0.06 5 

4 0.30 0.02 5 

5 0.53 n/a 1 

4s Dwell 

3-Bead Leg 

1 0.50 n/a 1 

2 0.68 0.12 5 

3 0.66 0.16 5 

4 0.77 0.13 5 

5 0.58 n/a 1 

 

 In addition to quantifying mean ⍺-lath thickness, consideration is given to the variability 

between entire distributions of inverse intercept length, which are taken to represent the lath 

microstructure observed in each binary image.  Inverse intercept distributions are constructed 

using all inverse intercepts calculated for the set of images collected in each zone (see Table 1 

above for the number of images collected in each set).  Discrete distributions are binned using a 

30-bin scheme between 0 and 5 that was based on the observed data, which typically ranged 

between 0 and 5.  The larger-valued outliers (corresponding to extremely small alpha lath 

widths) inherently result from this analysis due to complicated three-dimensional basketweave 

microstructure being observed in only two dimensions, although imperfect binary representations 

likely play a role as well.  Once constructed, the distributions within the zones of each sample 

leg are compared for geometric similarity via a Modified version of the Bhattacharyya 

Coefficient (MBC) [32], which is applied to discrete PDFs via Eq. (2). 
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 𝑀𝐵𝐶 = √1 − ∑ √𝑅𝑖𝑆𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1    (2) 

In Eq. (2) Ri and Si correspond to the fraction of inverse intercept data contained in bin i 

for the discrete probability distributions (i.e., histograms) R and S, and correspond to the two 

distributions being compared.  For this work, distributions are compared within sample-leg 

steady state zones (i.e. zone 2 to 3, zone 2 to 4, and zone 3 to 4) as well as between sample-leg 

top and bottom zones (i.e. zone 1 to 5).  Comparing BSE and EBSD results separately ensure that 

no aliasing effects occur based solely on variations in data collection procedures and image 

processing techniques.  

Although other methods of discrete distribution comparisons exist, the MBC was selected 

for its relatively high sensitivity to subtle variations in the PDFs.  Additionally the MBC statistic 

ranges between 0 and 1, where a value of 0 implies that two models are identically distributed, 

and higher values imply greater variance between distributions.  For reference, previous work by 

this author has shown that an MBC≤0.13 produces qualitatively well-matched distributions [34]. 

For each leg, MBC calculations between zones are shown in Table 2.  MBC values above 

the threshold of 0.13 are highlighted in red, and in each of these cases a clear qualitative 

difference in microstructure can be observed in BSE or EBSD images.  The highest MBC in 

Table 2, corresponding to a comparison of zone 1 vs. 5 in the 1-bead leg of the 4s dwell sample, 

was determined to be attributable to poor data collection quality of the EBSD scan used for 

analysis of zone 1. 

 

Table 2: MBC comparisons of inverse intercept distributions: MBC calculations for each 

sample leg, comparing top and bottom regions as well as steady state zones. 

 1-Bead Leg, 0s 

Dwell 

1-Bead Leg, 4s 

Dwell 

3-Bead Leg, 0s 

Dwell 

3-Bead Leg, 4s 

Dwell 

Zone 1 - Zone 5 0.045 0.328 0.097 0.092 

Zone 2 - Zone 3 0.195 0.072 0.045 0.041 

Zone 2 - Zone 4 0.189 0.092 0.043 0.074 

Zone 3 - Zone 4 0.029 0.152 0.075 0.103 

 

Distributions of inverse intercept length can also be analyzed graphically for each leg.  

For brevity, only the 1-bead leg zero second dwell case is shown in Figs. 9-10.  Zones 3 and 4, as 

well as zones 1 and 5 appear to have significantly similarities, respectively.  These conclusions 

are supported by the data in Table 2 above, where the comparison of zones 3 and 4 produces an 

MBC = 0.029 and zone 1 to zone 5 produces and MBC = 0.045, both providing values well 

below the threshold of MBC≤0.13.  Notably, these zones had extremely similar lath thicknesses, 

0.69 vs. 0.67 µm for zone 3 vs. 4 and 0.55 vs. 0.59 µm for zone 1 vs. 5.  Further parallels can be 
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drawn with the lath thickness data in Table 1.  In particular, the distributions with higher 

fractions at smaller inverse intercepts are those with larger lath thicknesses.   

Interestingly, the inverse intercept lengths observed in particular bins of zones 1 and 5 for 

each leg produced distributions that were not smooth in certain ranges (see Figure 10).  This 

occurred for all zone 1 and 5 data, and is perhaps due to the image processing routines used for 

analysis; however this is a bias left for investigation in future work. 

 

Figure 9: Inverse intercept distributions, zones 2-4, 0s dwell, 1-bead leg: 1/λ distributions 

plotted between 0 and 4. 
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Figure 10: Inverse intercept distributions, zone 1 vs. 5, 0s dwell, 1-bead leg: 1/λ distributions 

plotted between 0 and 4. 

7 Comparison of Widmanstätten ⍺-lath Widths to Thermal Imaging Data 

 

Lastly, a comparison of the quantitative ⍺-lath thicknesses to the thermal imaging data 

provided in Ref [33] is in order.  For these comparisons, zones 2-5 are grouped to correspond to 

the upper 90% region of the thermal imaging data, leaving zone 1 to represent the lower 10%.  

All microstructural analysis was completed within in the center 33% of each leg of the samples 

(see Figure 2 for reference), so Region 1 is designated as the lower 10% and center 33% area of 

the samples (i.e. zone 1) while Region 2 is the upper 90% and center 33% of the samples (i.e. 

zones 2-5). 

Table 3 shows a comparison across build regions, including averages for thermal 

gradients, melt pool areas and ⍺-lath thicknesses, Table 4 shows a comparison between dwell 

times, and Table 5 compares each of these metrics using the number of beads per layer. 
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Table 3: Comparison of thermal gradient, melt pool area, and ⍺-lath thickness across build 

regions: This table compares the lath thicknesses in zone 1 to the lower 10% thermal data and 

the average of lath thicknesses observed in zones 2-5 to the upper 90% thermal data. 

 

Region 1 Region 2 Comparison 

0
 s

ec
 

Thermal Gradient  
[K/cm] 

1 Bead 6047 5112 Higher for Region 1 

3 Bead 6177 6469 Higher for Region 2 

Melt Pool Area 
[mm^2] 

1 Bead 2.53 2.71 Larger for Region 2 

3 Bead 1.27 1.59 Larger for Region 2 

α-lath Width 
[µm] 

1 Bead 0.56 0.64 Thicker for Region 2 

3 Bead 0.54 0.86 Thicker for Region 2 

4
 s

ec
 

Thermal Gradient  
[K/cm] 

1 Bead 7061 6630 Higher for Region 1 

3 Bead 6925 6893 Higher for Region 1 

Melt Pool Area  
[mm^2] 

1 Bead 2.53 2.76 Larger for Region 2 

3 Bead 1.10 1.23 Larger for Region 2 

α-lath Width 
[µm] 

1 Bead 0.33 0.41 Thicker for Region 2 

3 Bead 0.41 0.67 Thicker for Region 2 

 

Table 4: Comparison of thermal gradient, melt pool area, and ⍺-lath thickness across dwell 

times: This table compares the averages of lath thicknesses observed in zones 1-5 for both 1- and 

3-bead legs to average thermal data for each dwell time used in the samples. 

 0 sec 4 sec Comparison 

Thermal Gradient  
[K/cm] 

5823 6795 Thermal gradient increases with pause length 

Melt Pool Area  
[mm^2] 

2.39 2.19 Melt pool area decreases with pause length 

α-lath Width 
[µm] 

0.71 0.51 α-lath thickness decreases with pause length 

 

Table 5: Comparison of thermal gradient, melt pool area, and lath thickness across 

number of beads: This table compares the averages of lath thicknesses observed in zones 1-5 

for both 0s and 4s dwell times to average thermal data for 1- and 3-bead legs of the samples. 

 
1 Bead 3 Bead Comparison 

Thermal Gradient  
[K/cm] 

5951 6667 Thermal gradient increases with bead count 

Melt Pool Area  
[mm^2] 

2.99 1.59 Melt pool area decreases with bead count 

α-lath Width 
[µm] 

0.50 0.72 α-lath thickness increases with bead count 
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Based on Table 3 above, ⍺-lath thicknesses are generally larger when thermal gradients 

are lower, and ⍺-lath thicknesses are also larger for increased melt pool areas.  Consideration of 

the dimensionless thermal gradient and dimensionless cooling rate used by Bontha et al. [12] 

reveals that the thermal gradient in the horizontal (layer) direction scales with cooling rate.  

Recent unpublished theoretical work has also shown that the trailing edge thermal gradient at the 

solidus-liquidus interface occurs strictly in the horizontal (layer) direction at the top surface of 

the melt pool.  Thus, this particular thermal gradient data, which was collected and from a 

downward-facing thermal imaging camera and computed at the top of the melt pool, can be 

interpreted in the same way as a cooling rate for trend identification purposes since the velocity 

of the beam used in this experiment was constant. Therefore, ⍺-lath thicknesses appear to be 

larger when cooling rates are lower and smaller when cooling rates are higher, an intuitive result.   

In each of the tables above, thermal gradient increases as the melt pool area decreases.  

Noting Gockel & Beuth showed that lines of constant melt pool area correspond to lines of 

constant β grain size for wire-feed AM Ti-6Al-4V [1], it appears that larger melt pool areas 

correspond not only to enlarged β grain sizes but also to thicker ⍺-laths within those grains.  

Inspection of Table 4 and Table 5 reveals that ⍺-lath thicknesses increase with the number of 

beads used per layer and decrease with pause length.  Both an increase in number of beads and a 

decrease in pause length correspond to an increase in the heat available in the system, providing 

a mechanism for continued ⍺-lath growth. 

It should be noted, however, that though these trends exist it can also be observed from 

inspection of the data that neither thermal gradient or melt pool area are sufficient to predict lath 

thicknesses.  For example, the measured thermal gradients from the three-bead leg of the zero 

second dwell sample increased from region 1 to region 2; a result that is inconsistent with the 

other three sample legs.   Another anomalous comparison can be observed from the three-bead 

leg of the four second dwell sample, where thermal gradients of 6925 and 6893 K/cm were 

observed in region1 and region 2, respectively, while alpha lath widths were computed to be 0.41 

and 0.67 μm.  This suggests that more work is necessary to properly correlate in situ thermal 

measurements to ⍺ microstructures in AM processes, perhaps by considering thermal history 

below the β transus when lath growth is expected to be active. 

 

8 Conclusions 

 

This study presents a general framework for quantitative analysis of sub-beta-grain level 

Widmanstätten ⍺ microstructures in AM Ti-6Al-4V.  The methodology includes techniques for 

analyzing ⍺-laths of various sizes, as well as an uncertainty quantification tool for comparing 

inverse linear intercept distributions in various regions of AM components.  The quantitative 

results agree with qualitative visual analysis, and favorably correspond to published theoretical 

and experimental results.  In confirming intuitive trends between thermal gradient, melt pool 
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size, and solidification microstructure, this work provides a quantitative means for verifying 

intuition about ⍺-level structure in AM Ti-6Al-4V.  However, although trends were identified, it 

was also observed that the neither thermal gradient or melt pool size alone is sufficient to predict 

⍺-lath thicknesses, and thus additional research is required to further understand the complex 

thermal cycles present in AM-fabricated structures. 
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